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Abstract
Since the stress degradation of metals originates from the change of the microstructure

induced by glide motion and multiplication of dislocations, fundamental features of this
process have been investigated from the viewpoint of the dislocation - dislocation
interaction and the consequent vacancy production by using positron technique and
computer simulation. Corresponding to the positron trapping at deformation induced
defects in metals such as Fe and Ni, positron lifetime calculation has been made for the
configurations obtained in model Fe and Ni lattices which contain a dislocation and
vacancies produced by dislocation cutting process. The important results are (i) straight
dislocation lines usually behave as shallow traps for a positron and the corresponding
positron lifetime is close to that at matrix, (ii) complex defects consisting of a dislocation
line and vacancies usually show intermediate positron lifetimes between matrix and a
single vacancy.

Vacancy production process by dislocation cutting is simulated in model Fe lattice and
it has been clarified that a vacancy is produced at each step of a climbing jog dragged by a
screw dislocation line on <111> atomic row in the vicinity of a jog. Another topic of
vacancy production process in a small Cu precipitate cut by a gliding dislocation has also
been simulated in Fe model lattice, showing a conversion from a straight dislocation line to
a jogged line after cutting the Cu precipitates.

Key words: Dislocation cutting, Vacancy production, Complex defect of a dislocation and
vacancies, Positron lifetime, Fe, Ni, Cu-precipitate

1. Introduction
Since the degradation of materials used under stress is a very severe problem in

various fields, fundamental features in this phenomenon must be fully investigated.
Dislocation multiplication and cutting between gliding dislocations are considered to be the
most fundamental processes of the stress degradation of materials. It is well known that
point defects such as vacancies and self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) are formed through
dragging motion of jogs produced by dislocation cutting. The probability of vacancy
formation is considered to be higher than that of SAs due to the lower formation energy of
a vacancy than that of a SIA. Vacancies produced usually migrate into dislocation lines or
form clusters in matrix and on dislocation lines, resulting in the evolution of the complex
microstructure which might cause the stress degradation of materials, e.g., the microvoid
formation and coalescence of them tending to the ductile fracture of materials at the end of
plastic deformation process. It is, however, not easy to observe microstructures in the
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deformed specimens by the conventional microscopy. On the other hand, positron
annihilation technique has become extremely powerful to preferentially detect free-volume
type defects such as vacancies and dislocations. In order to identify various type defects
atomic structures of them must be determined in the simulation calculation in model
lattices and for the atomic structures thus obtained positron lifetime calculation must be
performed. In the present study these processes will be made for typical metals such as Fe
(bcc) and Ni (fcc) to obtain further understanding of the fundamental features of materials
stress degraded.

2. Positron lifetime in deformed Fe and Ni
Positron lifetime measurement was made for Fe specimens deformed at low

temperature (77K) and two lifetime components (short one and long one) were found (1).
In this study the long one ( > 300 psec) was considered to be corresponding to microvoids
formed by deformation-induced vacancies and short one 165 psec) was considered to be
corresponding to dislocations. On the other hand, the positron lifetime calculation was
made for a positron trapped at an edge dislocation line in Fe by using the so-called atomic
superposition method developed by Puska and Nieminen 2-5) and a very short lifetime and
a shallow trapping of a positron were found 6). In this calculation te atomic structure was
determined before lifetime calculation in Fe model lattice constructed by Finnis-Sinclair
potential 7). Lifetime calculation was also made for the complexes of a dislocation and a
vacancy in Fe and a intermediate lifetime between a matrix and an isolated single vacancy
was obtained, such as 140 psec. Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 1, where
short lifetimes are obtained for a straight dislocation line and a jog, and intermediate
lifetimes are obtained for dislocation - vacancy complexes and long lifetimes are obtained
for a vacancy and vacancy clusters.
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Fig. I Calculated results of the positron lifetime and the Fig. 2 Isochronal annealing result obtained by
positron ground state energy for an edge the positron lifetime measurement for Ni
dislocation, a jog, vacancies and dislocation- specimen deformed at room temperature.
vacancy complexes in Fe.
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In Fig. 2 the isochronal annealing behavior obtained by the positron lifetime
measurement for Ni specimen deformed at room temperature is shown, where the long
lifetime component decreases from about 200 psec to 130 psec with increasing annealing
temperature 8,9). This suggests that the long lifetime component does not correspond to
positron annihilation at the dislocation site, but at the vacancy or vacancy clusters on a
dislocation line. Positron lifetime calculation was also made for a vacancy and vacancy
clusters on an extended edge dislocation in Ni by using the N-body potential developed by
Gao et al. (10) and the results are shown in Fig. 3 where short lifetimes are obtained for a
straight dislocation line and a jog, and intermediate lifetimes are obtained for a dislocation
and vacancy complexes, and long lifetimes are obtained for a vacancy and vacancy clusters.
In fcc metals such as Ni stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) are formed by agglomeration of
vacancies and a wave function of a positron trapped at an SFT is shown in Fig. 4 where
positron trapping mainly occurs at the corner sites of an SFT. This is the reason why the
positron lifetime at an SY is longer than that at a straight dislocation.
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Fig. 3 Calculated results of the positron lifetime Fig. 4 Calculated wave function of a positron
and the positron ground state energy for an trapped at an SFT in Ni.
extended edge dislocation, a jog, vacancies
and dislocation - vacancy complexes in Ni.

From these results of positron lifetime measurements and calculations for deformed
metals (Fe and Ni), it is clearly seen that positron lifetimes experimentally obtained do not
necessarily correspond to that at straight dislocation lines, but that at complexes of a
dislocation and vacancies. Dislocation lines give rather shallow trapping potential for a
positron, and then low temperature measurements will be needed to detect this annihilation
event at a dislocation line.
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3. Vacancy production by dislocation cutting
It is well known that

dislocation cutting produces 45 - b

point defects like vacancies K I

and self-interstitial atoms (To )

(SlAs), but detailed atomistic 39-2F2 b3

features of this process have
not been clearly studied yet. K-10(

This process plays a very 01
important role in the P: primary

C: conjugatedeformation of materials and
especially in the ductile
fracture at the end of
deformation processes such as Fig. Fe model lattice with two screw dislocations (belonging to

tensile test and creep test. primary and conjugate slip systems).

Hence in the present study the
model Fe lattice was constructed by using Finnis-Sinclair potential 7) and two screw
dislocation lines (belonging to primary and conjugate slip systems) are introduced as
shown in Fig. 5. Then the shear stress was applied to the model lattice to move the primary
screw dislocation upward and make a cutting with the conjugate screw dislocation. By this
cutting a jog was generated on each dislocation and the one on the primary screw
dislocation was dragged. Depending upon the direction of Burgers vectors of two screw
dislocations opposite jogs are formed as shown in Fig. 6 One of them (here the left one)
results in the production of vacancies nearby on <111> atomic rows. In the other word,
Frenkel pair was generated and an SIA was placed on the jog which enabled the jog to
make a climb motion of one atomic distance and a vacancy in the pair was left in the

neighborhood. Calculated behavior of jog
dragging motion is shown in Fig. 7 where
vacancies produced by jog dragging are aligned
regularly probably due to minimization of the

total energy.
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Fig. 6 Two jogged screw dislocations of Fig. 7 Calculated behavior of jog dragging motion,
opposite signs in Fe model lattice. where vacancies produced by jog dragging are

aligned regularly.
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4. Vacancy production by cutting Cu precipitates by gliding dislocation
Another case resulting in the vacancy production was found in the computer simulation

which was made to reveal the atomic features of the cutting process of Cu precipitates in Fe
matrix by gliding edge dislocations. This is the related problem to the embrittlement of
pressure vessel steels in nuclear reactors (11). The model Fe lattice containing Cu
precipitates was constructed by using the potential developed by Ackland et al. 12). It is
observed in the simulation that a small round shape Cu precipitate (CU15) being cut by a
gliding edge dislocation vacancies are produced in or on the periphery region of a Cu
precipitate, and corresponding to this vacancy production SLAs are attached to the edge
dislocation line, resulting in the
conversion from a straight edge Interaction between a Moving Edge Dislocation

dislocation to the one with jog and Cu-precipitate (Cu,,) in Fe

pairs which still can easily glide
totally as shown in Fig. 8. The 1-40 74 ------ 1-42

4 1-41
basic reason why vacancies are CU PO 40

produced by dislocation passing
is considered to reduce the K-39

expansion strain field which Cu 1440 4 0

0 4 precipitates form around them. I 4 K 42

In the case of larger Cu
precipitates bcc structure of the
precipitate seems to be disturbed
by the large strain field of an Fig- 8 Calculated behavior of the cutting process of a small

edge dislocation probably due to round shape Cu precipitate (CU15) by a gliding edge
dislocation, where vacancies are produced in or on the

the tendency of the conversion periphery region of a Cu precipitate, and corresponding

from bcc to fcc structure with to this vacancy production SlAs are attached to the edge

the increase of the size of dislocation line, resulting in the conversion from a

precipitates. straight edge dislocation to the one with jog pairs.

5. Summary
Fundamental processes of the stress degradation of metals and alloys have been

discussed from the viewpoints of the dislocation - dislocation interaction, vacancy
production by the jog dragging, dislocation - precipitate interaction, mainly based on the
positron annihilation technique and the computer simulation. It is concluded that in the
defon-ned state vacancies produced by dislocation cutting and jog dragging usually affect
the positron trapping and annihilation behavior, and provide several intermediate positron
lifetimes. Positrons are rather shallowly trapped at straight dislocation lines with short
lifetimes.

Vacancy production process by dislocation cutting and jog dragging has been
simulated in Fe model lattice and the atomistic feature of vacancy production was
investigated. On <111> atomic row through a jog a Frenkel pair is produced and an SIA is
placed on the jog resulting in climbing of one atomic distance and a vacancy is left nearby
on <111> atomic row.

The simulation of the interaction between a Cu precipitate and a gliding edge
dislocation in Fe matrix has shown the vacancy production in or nearby Cu precipitate
probably due to reduce the strain field around the precipitate.
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